
Above, it's shown equipped with the NEW Switar fast ,t 
wide-angle lens, 5.5mm, F:1.8 and the Yvar 12.5mm, 
F: 1.9 and the wide-angle finder attachment. 
All B-8's come complete with the wide-angle finder 
attachment (which lists separately for $7.50), new 
type of 8" universal cable release and a braided wrist 
strap. The brown Twinzip Case (BEGRI) shown 
( right) is an accessory, price $14.50. 

Prices of the B-8 combinations from $119.50 (BEV AR) 
(with Yvar fixed focus 12½ mm F:2.8 lens, universal 
cable release and hand strap, but without Twinzip Case) 
to $350.00 (BEBAH) complete with Switar 12½ mm 
F: 1.5 and the new Switar 5.5mm F: 1.8, DeLuxe Twinzip 
Case, release and hand strap. 

Here's the sporting speed demon's souped-up Bolex t 
H-16 DeLuxe, complete with the new Switar 2-inch 
F : 1.4, the Switar 1-inch F: 1.4 and the new fast wide
angle Switar 16mm F:1.8- price 755.00. Such a jewel 
should naturally be mounted on a Bolex Tripod 
(PODOMJ, price $69.50 
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Another Kem-Paillard triple-header! The new Switar Visifocus 2-
inch F:1.4 (SWIFI), price $169.50, no tax; the new Switar Visifocus 
16mm F:1.8 (SWESE) fast wide-angle price $99.50 inc. F.E.T.
bot_ff"C" mount to fit all 16mm cameras and the new fast wide-an_gle I 
Switar 5.5mm F:1.8 (SWINQ) for 8mm cameras, price $119.50 me. l 
F.E.T. 

Now, for the first time, eight millimeter addicts can zoom 
equally as well as the big boys. The new 8mm Pan Cinor 
(HUPAN) from your Bolex Franchised Dealer 219.50 - no 
tax - fits most 8mm cameras. 

And here's terrific value for the sixteen zoomers- the 16mm 
Pan Cinor (PANCI) with new finder now only 349.50 with 
leather case, no tax. On camera, as shown, $529.50 without 
case. A complete 16mm filming unit for 70.50, less than any 
other similar lens alone! 

Here's the long-awaited Bolex Unimotor (MOVUM), a universal electric_ drive for both H-!6 (at speeds 8 t~ 32 f.p.s_-J and the 
H-8 (at speeds 1648 f.p.s.). Comes complete with DeLuxe case, 5 batteries, 10-foot extension cord and switch- price $95.25, 
no tax. A main transformer for 110 V AC current will be available soon, price to be announced. 


